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Level 2 Environment Course

Level 2 Environment Course is still under construction. There is a lot of information 
presented in documentaries to begin and more written information will be added in the 
future. There are also links to written information at 
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/ that covers the same topics found in the videos. 

As we have seen in level 1 of the environment course, co2 is not a danger the earth's 
existence and it is part of the lifecycle. We saw that the N.W.O. has created a problem 
that does not already exist to make us react and accept their plan of limiting energy use 
and human productivity. This climate part of their overall plan is designed to help bring 
in their technocracy which is total control over society. Also remember that we have all 
the solutions we need to live in peace and prosperity all over earth, but that would stop 
the N.W.O. from taking over so they oppose those solutions. 

Geoengineering Is Used To Create a Global Climate Catastrophe

What is geoengineering? It is a plan to change the weather and it is destroying the earth. 
Millions of tones of aluminum nano particles are being sprayed into our skies. There are 
also some other metals mixed into the aluminum but the majority of the spray is 
aluminum. There is also a program that uses electromagnetic waves that come from 
special installations all over the world. One famous example of those installations is the 
HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program) location in Alaska. These 
arrays of antennas send EMF waves that react with the aluminum in the sky to change the 
path of the jet stream and make some areas hotter and other areas colder or flooded. 

This problem caused by the N.W.O. should be very obvious to anyone with any common 
sense. If the N.W.O. is so concerned with weather killing us, why are they using weather 
to kill us? The answer is because they want us dead. They want to take over the earth and 
they are doing that by systematically exterminating humans and setting up a technocratic 
control grid to control the small amount of humans left over to serve them. 

At the current rate of geoengineering all species of wildlife will be extinct by 2026. 

These are the effects of the geoengineering. These effects are not caused by human made 
co2. This is what the N.W.O. are doing to you and your family and your pets by using 
geoengineering.

1. Killing the plant life and forests.
2. Causing frequent and hyperactive forest fires from all the poisoned dead trees. Also, 

the aluminum spray burns when it is made into nano sized particles making the fires 
more severe.

3. Polar ice melting from altered ocean currents. 
4. Severe droughts.
5. Severe floods.
6. Severe ice storms.
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7. Killing farm animals and crops in mass with drought, and floods and freezing 
weather.

8. Destroying ozone and allowing dangerous UVC rays from the sun to reach the earth 
surface and kill plants and living creatures on land. UVC rays cause life to die in the 
oceans due to lack of oxygen.

9. Causing methane to escape from the arctic and under the sea which can cause 
temperatures to rise high enough to kill everything on earth.

10. Poisoning people and killing them with aluminum nano-particles that cause 
neurological disease.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf78rEAJvhY
The dimming
This documentary explains what geoengineering is doing to our planet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyxmrwbTKoM&list=PLwfFtDFZDpwutYOt4Ds-
626kTMX3gDcuD
The Catastrophic Consequences Of Climate Engineering ( Dane Wigington 
Geoengineering Watch )
This is a presentation about geoengineering

The Following Web Pages Are From Geoengineeringwatch.Org and They Explain 
Some of the Effects of Geoengineering

Geoengineering, Falsified Data, and Global Warming
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-falsified-data-and-global-
warming/

Jet Spraying
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/aircraft-spraying-videos/

Tree Die-off
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/tree-die-off/

Runaway Methane Scenario
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/methane/

Engineering Winter
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/engineering-winter/

Creating Storms
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/storms/

Ozone
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/geoengineering/results-of/ozone/

UV
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/geoengineering/results-of/uv/
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